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Abstract
Crowdsourcing is an accessible and cost-effective alternative to
traditional methods of collecting and annotating data. The ap-
plication of crowdsourcing to simple tasks has been well inves-
tigated. However, complex tasks like semantic annotation trans-
fer require workers to take simultaneous decisions on chunk
segmentation and labeling while acquiring on-the-go domain-
specific knowledge. The increased task complexity may gener-
ate low judgment agreement and/or poor performance. The goal
of this paper is to cope with these crowdsourcing requirements
with semantic priming and unsupervised quality control mecha-
nisms. We aim at an automatic quality control that takes into ac-
count different levels of workers’ expertise and annotation task
performance. We investigate the judgment selection and aggre-
gation techniques on the task of cross-language semantic an-
notation transfer. We propose stochastic modeling techniques
to estimate the task performance of a worker on a particular
judgment with respect to the whole worker group. These esti-
mates are used for the selection of the best judgments as well as
weighted consensus-based annotation aggregation. We demon-
strate that the technique is useful for increasing the quality of
collected annotations.
Index Terms: Crowdsourcing, Annotation, Cross-language
porting

1. Introduction
In recent years crowdsourcing has been successfully applied to
a variety of research problems. It has been widely used to per-
form tasks where it is difficult, expensive or time consuming
to find enough experts. The main crowdsourcing paradigm in-
volves breaking down complex tasks into smaller components
(micro-tasks) before distributing them to the crowd. In the Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) domain, off-the-shelf crowd-
sourcing platforms have been successfully used for tasks like
corpus creation [1, 2], transcription [3, 4], translation [5], and
annotation [6, 7]. In this paper we address the task of cross-
language transfer of semantic annotation. Particular properties
of the task are its complexity, since workers must make simul-
taneous decisions on both segmentation and labeling while ac-
quiring domain specific knowledge on-the-go; and lack of ref-
erence annotations in the language of the task, which makes the
worker quality control difficult.

Since the attention span of crowd workers in crowdsourc-
ing platforms is short – they promote speed, not accuracy – us-
ing these platforms for such complex tasks requires very careful

task design. Since workers have different levels of expertise and
task performance, unrestricted annotation introduces noise, and
the quality of the collected data will vary.

Researchers have experimented with several techniques to
improve the quality of crowdsourced annotations. The first step
to generate high quality annotations is to use quality control
mechanisms, such as qualification tasks and gold standard ref-
erences, to filter out low quality crowd-workers. Researchers
have also shown that crowds can be “taught” to perform better
while carrying out the task. In [8], the authors successfully used
motivational feedback as a training signal to improve workers’
performance.

Targeted crowdsourcing has recently evolved as another
paradigm to attract high quality workers. Such platforms can be
designed to effectively avoid spammers, and target users pos-
sessing specialized skill sets (domain knowledge and language
skills).

Since crowdsourcing tasks yield multiple annotations for
each sub-task, there is a need for aggregation and consolida-
tion of these multiple results to arrive at a single high quality
annotation. Annotation tasks are of different complexity lev-
els, and require different annotation selection and aggregation
techniques. The task of final annotation generation can either
be selecting the best judgment – annotation hypothesis – from
the crowd-generated set with respect to some evaluation criteria
[6], or aggregating the annotations from different crowd work-
ers using weighted or unweighted voting schemes. In [9] it was
demonstrated that individual worker judgments can be weighted
using their performance on the gold standard examples to cor-
rect for the individual biases. In [10] the authors have extended
these methods and proposed to weight worker judgments based
on their agreement with the full worker population.

We propose unsupervised stochastic modeling techniques
for the selection of the best user judgments and their consensus-
based aggregation. Specifically, for the task of cross-language
semantic annotation transfer, where the goal is to transfer con-
cept annotation from one language to another, we use joint lan-
guage models, trained on word-concept language pairs from
worker judgments, to score individual annotation hypotheses.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe
our semantic annotation transfer model, the task design, and the
stochastic modeling techniques for automatic annotation selec-
tion and consensus based aggregation. In Section 3 we evaluate
the proposed techniques on the data collected through targeted
crowdsourcing. Section 4 summarizes the results and provides
concluding remarks.



2. Methodology
In a typical annotation task a set of items U (e.g. utterances,
images, etc.) is annotated by a set of annotators A to yield a set
of annotation hypotheses H , such that:

U = {u1, ..., ui, ..., un}
A = {a1, ..., aj , ..., am}
H = U ×A = {h1,1, ..., hn,m}

The matrix H is a sparse one, since each utterance ui is anno-
tated only by a subset of annotators Ai. Let Hi,∗ represent a
set of annotation hypotheses for an utterance ui (row in the ma-
trix H), and H∗,j represent a set of annotation hypotheses by
annotator aj (column in the matrix H), such that:

Hi,∗ = {hi,1, ..., hi,m}
H∗,j = {h1,j , ..., hn,j}

An item-level annotation hypothesis hi,j is essentially a map-
ping mi,j selected by an annotator aj for an item ui from a set
of all possible mappings Mi.

Mi = ui × L = {mi,1, ...,mi,x}
L = {l1, ..., lx}

where L is a finite set of task specific labels.
In case of semantic annotation task, where an utterance is

annotated with a set of domain-specific concepts such that a
concept covers a certain span of the utterance, there is one label
per word. Thus, an annotation hypothesis hi,j is a mapping
mi,j , which itself is a mapping between a sequence of words
Wi and a set of concepts Cj selected by annotator aj from a set
of domain concept C for the words in an utterance ui. Thus,
the set Mi of all possible mapping is more complex.

Mi = Wi × C = {mi,1,1, ...,mi,k,l}
Wi = {wi,1, ..., wi,k}
C = {c1, ..., cl}

2.1. Crowdsourced Annotation Task Design

The goal of cross-language semantic annotation transfer task
is to generate an annotation in the target language which is as
much as possible close to the source language annotation. The
ultimate goal of the annotation is to train machine learning algo-
rithms. The most important factor for machine learning is con-
sistency of the annotations. Thus, we want crowdsourced anno-
tations to be consistent within themselves and with the source
language annotation. Since concept annotations in the source
language are domain-specific, either the task has to be simpli-
fied or the domain knowledge has to be transferred on-the-go to
the annotators.

For the simplification of the annotation task one option is
to reduce the label set C to more coarse-grained concept labels
(model-reducing simplification [11]). The simplification is not
applicable in our setting since we are loosing consistency with
the source language annotation. A model-preserving alterna-
tive is to decompose the task into smaller sub-tasks (as small as
pair-wise similarity judgments [11], for instance). But, this sim-
plification would require a lot more judgments to be collected.
Thus, the ideal choice, for the task, is to transfer the domain
knowledge.

With respect to the annotation model we have just defined,
the goal of transferring the domain knowledge is to limit the

number of word-to-concept mappings mi,j an annotator can
choose from Mi – a set of all possible mapping for the utterance
ui. Since we have the source language expert annotations, the
first choice would be to allow only concepts from the source lan-
guage annotation; however, such a restriction would potentially
disallow concepts that otherwise the crowd would agree upon.
Thus, the task is designed for priming the annotators with the
unique list of concepts from the source language. Annotators
are free to use it or ignore it altogether. To assess the utility of
priming for the transfer of domain knowledge, we also designed
a non-primed task. The comparison of primed vs. non-primed
annotation results is provided in Section 3.3.

2.2. Annotation Selection and Aggregation

The mapping mi,j an annotator has provided is not necessarily
the correct one. For the consistency with the source language
annotation, for the utterance ui, our goal is either to (1) select
the mapping m′i from the set of available mappings Mi that is
the closest, or (2) to aggregate the available word-to-concept
mappings in Mi to generate a single one that best represents the
meaning of ui.

In the absence of any other information about annotators
or utterances, the baseline case for the selection would be to
randomly pick one of the mappings from Mi. The baseline
case for the aggregation, on the other hand, is for each word-
to-concept mapping in Mi to select the most frequent (wk, cl)
pairs, i.e. to use majority voting, and randomly or heuristi-
cally break the ties. Recognition Output Voting Error Reduction
(ROVER) is one of the most frequently used tools in Automatic
Speech Recognition community for the aggregation of outputs
of multiple recognition systems and selection of the best scoring
sequence.

For the illustration, consider a set of three annotation hy-
potheses for an utterance in Figure 1. The selection baseline is
to randomly pick either A1, A2, or A3. The frequency-based
aggregation baseline (MV row) is different from all the anno-
tation hypotheses. The tie in this case was broken by selecting
the first option.

In crowdsourcing annotators have different levels of exper-
tise and task performance; thus, random selection and equal
weighting of all the annotation hypotheses is not a good choice.
While in crowdsourcing majority voting is the most common
technique for hypotheses aggregation, a number of techniques
were proposed in [10] to estimate the reliability of a particular
annotator based on the agreement with the the pool of all the
annotators. In the case of an item level annotation (e.g. label
per utterance) considered by the authors, given the sufficient
amount of annotations per item this estimate is straightforward.
In the case of a few word-level annotations (3 judgments per
utterance in our case) such an agreement would not be reliable.
Since word-to-concept mappings are context dependent, using
the word-concept pairs appearing in other utterances for agree-
ment estimation is not an option. Moreover, since frequency-
based aggregation takes local decisions for each item without
taking into account the context in which it appears.

In case gold standard is available, the frequent technique
for estimating the reliability of a annotator is maximum likeli-
hood [9], which, unfortunately, requires a large amount of data
per annotator. Simplifications to cope with this limitation have
been proposed in [10]. The technique that uses maximum like-
lihood estimation and context for word-to-concept mappings is
Language Models (LM). Among other tasks, LMs were already
successfully applied for the task of sentence aggregation in Ma-



Mario Rossi trabajo para el CSI Piemonte
A1 User.name User.name null null null Inst.name Inst.name
A2 User.name User.surname null null null Inst.name Inst.location
A3 User.name User.surname Action Action null Inst.name null
MV User.name User.surname null null null Inst.name Inst.name

Figure 1: A set of three annotation hypotheses for an utterance “Mario Rossi, trabajo para el CSI Piemonte” (“Mario Rossi, I work for
CSI Piemonte”). MV is the majority-voted (frequency-based) aggregation baseline with the tie for Piemonte is broken by selecting the
first option. (Concepts are simplified and abbreviated due to space considerations.)

chine Translation [12] and Multilingual Spoken Language Un-
derstanding [13]. Thus, the relative likelihoods of the annota-
tions with respect to the LMs trained on the crowdsourced data
can be used as an annotator or annotation agreement estima-
tions. Since we are dealing with word-to-concept mappings,
the LM is trained on the word-concept pairs (i.e. joint LM).

Using all the collected annotations H = {hi,j , ..., hn,m},
we can score each annotation hypothesis under the following
settings:

1. Per utterance: using language model trained on all the
judgments except the ones for the utterance ui, i.e. on
the set of annotation hypotheses H − Hi,∗; i.e. Leave-
One-Utterance-Out (LOUO) setting.

2. Per annotator: using language model trained on all the
judgments except the ones for the annotator aj , i.e. on
the set of annotation hypotheses H − H∗,j ; i.e. Leave-
One-Annotator-Out (LOAO) setting.

3. Per utterance & all annotators for it: using language
model trained on all the judgments except ones by the
annotators aj in the set Ai who have annotated the
utterance ui, i.e. on the set of annotation hypothe-
ses H − Hi,j ; j ∈ Ai; i.e. Leave-All-Annotators-Out
(LAAO) for a given utterance setting.

By averaging the per-annotation LM scores for settings 2 and
3, that give likelihoods of the mappings, we can estimate the
overall agreement of an annotator. Let’s call these settings
LOAO-agreement and LAAO-agreement, respectively. These
per-annotation LM scores can be used for the selection of the
best hypothesis.

All these settings are unsupervised, we use only the crowd-
sourced target language annotations. Thus, they can be applied
for the data collection in absence of gold standard data. The
setting 1 is applicable only as post-processing of the collected
data. Settings 2 and 3 are applicable in online data collection
setting as well; and, after collecting several annotations, can be
used as quality control thresholds.

The notions of reliability and agreement of annotators are
critical for the crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. In our case of targeted crowdsourcing, on the
other hand, the crowd is already assumed to possess the desired
skills and not to contain spammers; thus, the utility of the scor-
ing should be lower. It only applies to the levels of expertise.
In Section 3 we evaluate the hypothesis ranking with LM us-
ing the three settings we defined. We evaluate both hypothesis
selection and aggregation.

3. Experiments and Results
This Section first describes the original corpus used for the an-
notation and the data collected using targeted crowdsourcing.
Then we describe the evaluation methodology and the experi-

ments on priming and the selection and aggregation techniques
for semantic annotation transfer task.

3.1. Data Set

The crowdsourced semantic annotation transfer task has been
done using Spanish utterances of Multilingual LUNA Corpus
[14, 15]. The corpus is the professional translation of Italian
LUNA Corpus [16] to Spanish, Turkish and Greek. The Ital-
ian LUNA Corpus is a collection of 723 human-machine di-
alogs (approximately 4K user turns) in the hardware/software
help desk domain. The LUNA concept ontology – containing
a total of 45 unique concepts – is arranged in a two-level hi-
erarchy with 26 top-level concepts. The goal of crowdsourced
annotation task is to transfer the concept attribute-value anno-
tation (used for training Spoken Language Understanding mod-
els) from Italian to Spanish.

Using the targeted crowdsourcing platform of [17], a subset
of 800 utterances was assigned to separate crowdsourcing tasks,
where each task contained 50 utterances presented on 5 pages
(10 utterances per page). For a period of two weeks, around fifty
workers completed over 2000 primed and non-primed seman-
tic annotation tasks. In total, we have collected 763 utterances
with at least 3 annotations in primed setting and 420 utterances
in non-primed setting. The effect of priming is evaluated using
a common subset of 420 utterances and selection and aggrega-
tion techniques are evaluated using the 763 utterances from the
primed setting.

3.2. Evaluation Methodology

Since our task is cross-language transfer of semantic annota-
tion, we perform two-way evaluation. The consistency of col-
lected annotations is evaluated as inter-annotator agreement us-
ing pair-wise precision, recall and F-measures, randomly as-
signing each annotation hypothesis one of the 3 ‘hypotheti-
cal’ annotators (since we have collected 3 annotation hypothe-
ses/judgments per utterance).

The cross-language transfer is evaluated against the source
language references. Even though Italian and Spanish are close
languages, to overcome any concept re-ordering issues due to
translations and worker differences in concept segmentation,
the consecutive concepts of the same type in both the source
language reference and the hypotheses are first merged and the
resulting list is sorted alphabetically. The two lists are aligned
with respect to Levenshtein distance and precision (p), recall
(r), and F-measure (F1) are computed with respect to the align-
ment errors: insertions (I), deletions (D), and substitutions (S)
according to the equations 1.

In the equations C is the number of correct labels. Substi-
tution counts both in precision and recall since it can be decom-
posed as insertion and deletion.

p =
C

C + I + S
; r =

C

C +D + S
; F1 =

2 ∗ p ∗ r
p+ r

(1)



P R F1
Non-Primed 36.91 34.12 35.36
Primed 62.18 55.98 58.92

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement for primed and non-primed
annotation settings reported as averages of pair-wise precision
(P), recall (R) and F-measures (F1) for the lists of unique con-
cepts regardless of the order.

P R F1
Non-Primed 42.10 23.76 30.38
Primed 77.30 47.70 58.96

Table 2: Cross-Language Transfer for primed and non-primed
annotation settings using random re-sampling as precision (P),
recall (R) and F-measure (F1); for random re-sampling the re-
sults are averages of 1,000 iterations.

3.3. Primed vs. Non-Primed Annotation

As it was mentioned, the goal of priming is two-fold: to trans-
fer the domain knowledge and to constrain the word-to-concept
mapping choices of the crowd. Thus, we expect that the anno-
tation hypotheses collected in primed setting will have higher
inter-annotator agreement as well as will be more consistent
with the source language concepts. The inter-annotator agree-
ment for both settings are given in Table 1 and the cross-
language transfer performances using random re-sampling are
given in Table 2. In both cases the annotations collected using
priming have much higher F-measures. Thus, we conclude that
priming is effective for both domain knowledge transfer and re-
stricting the mapping choices.

3.4. Hypothesis Selection

In this Section we evaluate our hypothesis selection methodol-
ogy – scoring the hypotheses with the 3-gram LM trained under
the three settings: Leave-One-Utterance-Out (LOUO), Leave-
One-Annotator-Out (LOAO), and Leave-All-Annotators-Out
(LAAO), and per-annotator agreements computed for the last
two settings (LOAO-agreement and LAAO-agreement). As it
was mentioned, the baseline of selection is random choice, and
we report it as averages of random re-sampling for 1,000 iter-
ations. The upper bound of the selection, on the other hand,
is choosing the annotation hypothesis that is the closest to the
source language references, i.e. Oracle. The results are given
in Table 3. While all the settings are above the baseline, the
Leave-One-Annotator-Out yields the best performance, ≈ 3.5
points higher than the baseline.

3.5. Hypothesis Aggregation

Similar to hypothesis selection with respect to the LM score, the
hypotheses could be aggregated using ROVER and the utterance
scores, or annotator-agreement scores we have defined. As a
baseline we are using majority voted ROVER. Since the recall
of the selection baseline is low, to compensate it, we compute
maximal ROVER. The difference from majority ROVER is in
treatment of null concepts, the technique ignores majority vote
for null and accepts any concept. It is expected to increase the
recall, but lower the precision.

The results for hypothesis aggregation are presented in Ta-
ble 4. Majority-voted ROVER is rather a strong baseline, and
it outperforms all the scoring techniques except Leave-One-

P R F1
Baseline: Rand. Re-sampling 81.15 55.01 65.57
Oracle 93.46 71.98 81.33
LOUO 84.75 55.34 66.96
LOAO 87.60 56.95 69.02
LAAO 84.45 55.49 66.97
LOAO-agreement 84.88 56.51 67.85
LAAO-agreement 84.52 57.35 68.33

Table 3: Precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F1) of the an-
notation selection using LM scores for Leave-One-Utterance-
Out (LOUO), Leave-One-Annotator-Out (LOAO), Leave-All-
Annotators-Out (LAAO), and per-annotator agreements (LOAO-
agreement and LAAO-agreement). Baseline is an average of
1,000 iterations of random re-sampling. Oracle is an annota-
tion selected with respect to the source language references.

P R F1
ROVER: Majority 85.45 59.36 70.05
ROVER: Maximal 71.99 67.06 69.44
ROVER: LOUO 84.06 60.60 70.43
ROVER: LOAO 83.02 59.39 69.25
ROVER: LAAO 84.18 59.58 69.77

Table 4: Precision (P), recall (R) and F-measures (F1) of the
annotation aggregation with ROVER using LM scores from
Leave-One-Utterance-Out (LOUO), Leave-One-Annotator-Out
(LOAO), Leave-All-Annotators-Out (LAAO) settings. Baseline
is a majority-voted ROVER. Additionally, we compute Maxi-
mal ROVER to compensate for low recall.

Utterance-Out. Maximal ROVER, on the other hand, increases
the recall by ≈ 7.7, but the precision drops by ≈ 13.5. The
best performing weighting scheme, Leave-One-Utterance-Out,
increases the recall by≈ 1.2 and lowers the precision by≈ 1.4;
however, the F-measure is increased by ≈ 0.4.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented techniques for crowdsourc-
ing complex annotation tasks: transfer of domain knowledge
through priming and the annotation selection and aggregation
techniques using joint stochastic language models. Transferring
the domain knowledge and restricting the variability of annota-
tor judgments through priming proved to be effective and in-
creases the inter-annotator agreement and cross-language trans-
fer performance of the workers. We have demonstrated that all
the selection techniques are better than the random selection
baseline. The utility of weighted aggregation of annotation hy-
potheses in the targeted crowdsourcing setting is low: majority-
voting provides a very strong baseline. However, weighting
each hypothesis with respect to the rest of crowdsourced anno-
tations increases the F-measure by 0.4. Since the selection tech-
niques we have proposed are unsupervised, they can be used as
an online quality control mechanism.
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